Jeep commander body kit

Exclusive accessories for body, suspension and interior. The front of the refined Commander is
upgraded by three new components. The illumination of the ground on either side of the vehicle
makes entering and exiting the vehicles safer in the dark. There is also a version that fits the
production exhaust. The lowered center of gravity gives the SUV more agile handling and
further improves driving safety. A high-performance brake system is currently in development.
Maximum power output of the 3. Even more important for everyday driving on the road and for
tough off-road use is the increase in torque from standard to lbs-ft, available between 1, and 2,
rpm. These impressive engine performance figures benefit the driving performance of the Jeep
Commander 3. Top speed increases from to mph. STARTECH also leaves nothing to be desired
when it comes to customizing the interior: Exclusive accessories such as stainless-steel door
sills with illuminated STARTECH logo are part of the product lineup as is an ergonomically
shaped sport steering wheel made from a combination of leather and walnut burl. It looks heavy
but physically smaller than other 3-row seating jeep. It is awesome making it the King of all the
jeeps. This Startech Jeep can run even on rocky roads. Read More. What do you think? Car
Finder:. Jeep Commander. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. Choosing a lift for your Jeep may be intimidating or confusing for
some. There are so many options out there, prices, lift heights. If you have any questions at all
about not only our lifts, but just lifting your Jeep in general, PLEASE feel free to call or email us.
All of our technical staff are highly experienced at vehicle modification and can provide
excellent assistance and insight for your decision. All other non spring replacement lift kits on
the market are made in China, even from US Companies. Keep that in mind as you shop around.
Buy China, or buy USA. Its an important decision these days. Tambrae Deleo says -- "I recently
ordered a lift from u guys and just wanted to share the pictures of my jeep with u. I'm VERY
happy with your product!! My jeep has your 2. Our Commander lifts are easy to install, retain the
stock suspension springs, and don't screw up your vehicle. After installation of a Rocky Road
lift, you will still have the same safe and sane handling on your daily driver. Don't just take our
word for it that RRO lifts are the best. Mopar Underground Mopar can choose any lift system,
they have come to Rocky Road since there is no better suspension. That's just a fact. Our kit
uses a high strength spring spacer system with your stock rear springs. This eliminates the
problem with many systems on the market today for Jeeps STIFF springs. Most companies
choose the lowest bid when farming out production of their springs which means the customer
oftimes gets stuck with a ride that is worse than stock. Our system retains your factory springs
so your ride quality and load capacity are not diminished. This photo was submitted to us by a
partner dealership who helped us introduce this first-of-its-kind suspension system for the
Commander. Available new from the showroom floor with a lift and full factory warranty. Can't
beat that! We also include a full steel outer strut spacer for the front suspension. This lift
component mounts outside of the factory strut and so avoids stiffening the suspension. Any
kits you might stumble across that use an inside strut spacer will stiffen the vehicle so much as
to make this ride quality very uncomfortable. We tried the internal spacer design with the IFS
Jeep strut system and absolutely hated the ride quality. The exterior strut setup doesn't
pre-load your spring, so you get full smooth factory ride quality with no worries on ball joint or
control arm complications. A shot of Kelli Pearson's lifted Commander. Cick for larger view.
Here's some details Our exterior strut design is also a bonus for those do-it-yourselfers who
want to try their hand at their own installation. Since our system does not require disassembly
of the strut, you can do install the lift in your own driveway with standard hand tools. Our
technicians noted that the installation of this lift was actually easier than any other Jeep on the
market, including Cherokee, Wrangler, CJ, etc. This is the easiest Jeep on the planet in our
opinion to install a lift for, so don't be gun-shy if you want to try your own hand at it. The
installation manual is easy to read and comes with photos to follow along with. If you do wish to
purchase new shocks, Rocky Road exclusively uses our own engineered shocks for
Commanders as the superior shock on the market today. The stock shocks are marginal at this
lift height. You might be able to run with stock stocks, but we do not recommend it. For this
reason, we offer a full suspension lift with shocks, and without. The kit with shocks is equipped
with our Jeep engineered shocks. An excellent choice since they're built perfect for the medium
weight of the Commander and not for vehicles weighing thousands of lbs more. These are NOT
mandatory for a safe and proper riding suspension, but are an excellent upgrade to the stock
control arms for greater durability, serviceable ball joints, better axle alignment and positioning
as well. Certainly something to consider if you want the absolute best overall suspension
upgrade possible. We know you'll find the Rocky Road 2. Why only 2. We tested taller lifts and
found that anything over 2. A taller lift may sound better initially to some, but unless you are
keep to change out your thousand dollar apiece front axles once a year, every year, then avoid
the taller lift because they will harm your drivetrain. Keeping it mild keeps it simple, safe, and

protective to your drivetrain. Looks just as good sitting in the great outdoors as in the
dealership with a Rocky Road lift installed. We've received many questions on tire sizing with
this lift. The answer is Wheel size and backspace can make as much or more of a difference as
tire size. The design of the steering knuckle assembly makes it close quarters width-wise for
oversize tire fitment. While our lift will create the vertical height you need, you will have to watch
the width and backspacing carefully. What we recommend is to install your lift, then have a tire
shop test mount the setup you're thinking of before purchase. Have them test fit a front tire as
that is where any issues will crop up. Any tire shop wanting your business will do a test fit in
their shop no need to drive on it, you'll know with it parked. We receive calls and emails all the
time from folks who lifted their Commander with " lift kits and have major problems with
alignment, axle durability, and other drivetrain issues. Looking for experts who actually KNOW
this Jeep and not finding help at the companies that originally sold them the lifts We explain to
them the dangers of lifting over 2. What our early testing showed on drivetrain damage and
alignment problems. And why our systems avoid these expensive complications. If you are
researching options, do yourself a favor and skip the headaches, expense, and problems of the
other systems and get it right from the start by choosing Rocky Road. Otherwise in the end We
also receive questions about how our kit stacks up against 'cheap' lift kits. Again, we get calls
and emails regularly from customers who did find something that saved a few bucks initially on
purchase price, but are suffering from faulty engineering in those kits. Being known as experts
on the Commander, the solution as above is to remove the low-cost pieces causing the
problems and go with the highest quality system which everyone know works best Rocky Road
Outfitters. For pricing and pictures on the Commander Rockrails, click. You can also upgrade to
nitrogen charged shocks. The nitrogen gas and larger bore increase control and will react
instantly to changing conditions. These shocks have the following features:. International and
expedited rates will be applied upon order fullfillment. Without longer rear shocks your
downtravel will be limited. The amount of travel in the front suspension is not affected by the lift
kit so front struts are only recommended if your current struts have more than 50, miles. Click
on the pic for more information on the most critical piece of skidplating you can install on your
Jeep. Easy to install, protects the most exposed area on your Jeep, sleek factory look. Online
Support. Click on the picture for a larger view. Click on the pic for a larger view. Shock Options
The standard shocks included in this kit are manufactured by Doetsch Suspension Systems.
Rockrails and Supersliders for the Jeep Commander. Commander 2. The standard shocks
included in this kit are manufactured by Doetsch Suspension Systems. The industry's top
suspension lift kit The Original!! Excellent for upgrade for lifted Jeeps with replaceable ball
joints and lifetime guarantee. Upper and Lower control arms. Tepui Tents use Rocky Road rack
systems for their own vehicles. Online Support Order line: Online Support. Jeep Commander
Roof Racks and rack accessories. Jeep Commander Control Arms Excellent for upgrade for
lifted Jeeps with replaceable ball joints and lifetime guarantee. Jeep Commander Roof Top Tent
kits available!! Rear Track bar kit for Commander. Works great for any suspension lift at or over
2" to help center rear axle alignment to perfection! Deep water crossing, protection against
dust, enhanced engine power. Commander alignment parts, Ball Joints at killer prices! Jeep
Commander offroad and auxiliary light systems. Designed specifically for the weight of your
Jeep. Snowplow kit for Jeep Commander. Jeep Commander Leveling Trim Packer. Jeep
Commander Hood Louver kits for cooler running engines. Safari grade winches. Hydraulic High
Lift Jack. Offroad guidebooks and trail descriptions. Recovery and rescue equipment. Hitch
Skid Plate. Jeep Commander Locking Differentials. Order line: A flex fuel 4. Read more New for
is the top-of-the line Jeep Commander Overland. The exterior features distinguishing platinum
chrome trim, while the interior sports luxurious wood, leather, and suede trim. More importantly,
though, the standard engine 5. The base trim is now called the Sport. Close this Model value:
The Commander is the only way to get Jeep's vaulted "Trail-Rated" hardware in a package that
seats seven. Other SUVs talk about being able to go off-road, but the Commander is built from
the ground up with capabilities that far exceed the norm. Not only can the Commander thump
two-tracks, it can do so with a level of luxury that most cannot. Model overview: The
Commander continues to be the only Jeep to offer three rows of seating. It also remains the
largest and most luxurious Jeep. The standard engine in the base Commander or Sport, as it is
called for is the 3. Two 4. Read more The Commander continues to be the only Jeep to offer
three rows of seating. Both produce horsepower. The 4. On the Overland, the horsepower Hemi
is standard. A five-speed automatic transmission is standard on all Commanders, regardless of
trim. Standard equipment on the Commander Sport includes stability control, anti-lock brakes,
power mirrors, a power driver's seat, power locks and windows, cruise control, a park assist
system, and air bags all around. The Limited adds a number of enhancements, such as a power
sunroof with CommandView, roof rail crossbars, flashier exterior molding, a comprehensive

memory feature, fog lamps, leather seat trim, remote start, an alarm, dual-zone automatic
temperature control, rear air conditioning, a CD changer, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, and
a garage door opener. Aside from the Hemi, the Overland receives a trailer hitch, chrome
wheels, platinum exterior enhancements, a power liftgate, a rear backup camera, a navigation
system, Sirius satellite radio, a hands-free communication system, and lots of leather and wood
trim. The 4x4 Overland also is equipped with skid plates, tow hooks, and limited-slip front and
rear differentials. Plenty of options are available on the Commander, including a rear seat
entertainment system, Boston Acoustics speakers, lots of different wheels, and most of the
individual items that are part of the more expensive trims. Close this There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how.
About This Vehicle Model strengths: Off-road prowess; roomy interior; seven-passenger
seating; rugged image. New for is the top-of-the line Jeep Commander Overland. Read more.
Close this. The Commander is the only way to get Jeep's vaulted "Trail-Rated" hardware in a
package that seats seven. The Commander continues to be the only Jeep to offer three rows of
seating. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
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Condition: New. Qty :. Airaid Air Intake System with Tube - Our performance success story is
really quite simple - we use See Details. Not Available. Jeep Commander Aries Sidebars - 3 Inch.
Actual product may differ for your vehicle's fitment. Jeep Commander Jeep Commander
Hypertech Hyperpac Tuner. Jeep Commander Hypertech Speedometer Calibrator. ICI Offers the
finest finish available with ICI Offers the finest finish available with ICI Rocker Panels are a great
enhancement to any Jeep Commander Lund Running Boards - Jeep Commander Outland Grille
Guard. The polishing process for an Outland Bull Bar is the same used on their high quality
tube Jeep Commander Outland Grille Guard - Great quality Select a custom SES chrome door
No wiring or modification needed to install Jeep Tail Lights. Jeep Warrior Outback Cargo Rack.
Magnaflow Cat-Back Exhaust System - Omix Air Filter - Description: Omix-Ada is the leading
Wholesale manufacturer and distributor of Jeep replacement, restoration and accessory parts
for the original Willys era through today's Jeep vehicles and virtually Sign In or Create an
Account. Skip to main content of results for "jeep commander lift kit". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 11 left in
stock more on the way. Freedom OffRoad 2. FREE Shipping. Only 10 left in stock - order soon.
Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Only 1 left in stock - order
soon. MotoFab Lifts 2. Rough Country 2. Usually ships within 2 to 3 days. Related searches. N
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